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Corbin 39 Association 
Helm chair project – Paul Waterworth 

 

The Waterworths owned #190, “Kalliste” for five years. They sold Kalliste 
in 2017 for health reasons and instead bought a large trawler-style 
motorboat that they can still use, a DeFever. Paul Waterworth is a 
creator/designer and he carried out some projects on Kalliste. He writes, 

“ This is the bankers chair that I converted into a helm chair, I had to 
reinforce the arms with a cherry bolster and also added an upper piece on 
the back to extend the height of the backrest with another cherry inlay. 

 

 

My wife made the cushions from high density foam and Ultra 
Leather(Brisa) that matched the salon cushions. I contoured high density 
foam for the arm rest and covered with the ultra leather and fastened with 
brass tacks. 

In the project, I reconfigured the whole helm area by converting the NAV 
station facing to beam instead of facing forward. 
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Unfortunately I don’t have pics of the new nav station with the table 
winging up for storage(under the lab top)as well as the back section of the 
NAV table having a opening for full-size engineering chart racks that held 
all my nautical charts. 

The nav station Dashboard was reconfigured for a better ergonomic set 
up of electronics. 

As you can see in the pics, the chair could be positioned for three functions 
which works very well… helm navigation, navigation charting and swing 
around for an extra seat in the salon. 

I designed a pedestal which was manufactured by a company out of Port 
Huron, USA and the bulkhead as well as the small extension off the front 
of the nav station was substantially supported to carry the weight while 
the chair was in the helm station position. 

Very comfortable setup, Paul ” 

There are many photographs on the next few pages to show the details. 

Regards, David 

admin (@) corbin39.org 

1-March-2022 
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And this is how it was before he started 

 


